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"We've hired a lot of people in Asia and if we look at our head count, it's been growing tremendously in the past few years."
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"We are market leaders in many areas so our competitors are working really
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hard to ﬁnd a way to beat us, but this just makes us deliver great products to our
customers."

INTERVIEW

Still, every customer has their own requirements. Sometimes
they don't want to replace their own software so we focus on

VA: EFI is famous for its acquisitions and appears to buy up

every part of the print process and we have a diﬀerent MIS

software companies every few months - is there a grand plan

for packaging than for normal commercial print. When you're

that can be revealed

selling a printer in Germany or Japan or China or Singapore

GG: On acquisitions in general, our overall strategy is to make
printing much more competitive by making the materials
more eﬃcient and taking the waste out.
We're market leaders in industrial printing and workﬂow
apps and to maintain this leadership we invest 15-20% of our

or Spain, no two are the same, you have diﬀerent regulations
and we have local people who know the market.

VA: The eternal question - is the company planning to introduce
any new or innovative technology in the next 12 months.

GG: If you come to Connect you'll get a glimpse! We've decided

revenue in R&D and complement this by adding acquired

to come up with a lower cost, mini Vutek type of device and

technology, particularly MIS, that makes EFI innovate faster.

the demand is really, really strong. The price is less than half

Actually, the last year was not that big for acquisitions with

of what you would normally need to get into the business, it's

most of our growth being organic - this is part of what we do,

LED based and when we came out with it, our success was a

growing organically then adding people and technology.

lot faster and bigger than we anticipated.

If you stay where you are, a lot of the things will just go away,

Decorations are a huge market, we can personalise a lot of

so one of the best ways for us to maintain our creative edge

of things and personalised decorator items are a tremendous

is to acquire MIS companies and use their local people to

opportunity. Inkjet can print onto many materials. Once we

grow our business. Currently we have about 300 engineers

printed the Google logo onto a conference table. You can

working on MIS while our nearest competitor has only 10.

print on wood, glass, metal-anything you like.
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When I'm visiting printers they tell

as we have great trust and a strong

me that one day their business is

strategic relationship.

going to go away so we've got to
get into new things. The window of
opportunity is shifting and people
who have made the shift are very
happy, they have better margins and
growth. People will pay more to print
one, that printing 100 - if they can

in Asia and are they a reﬂection of
future directions - are you developing any new products speciﬁcally for
the Asia market.

GG: On the printing side, the Asian

get what they want, so people are

market is quickly getting to the same

willing to look at customisation.

level of demand as the Western mar-

We're looking at growth in the inkjet

ket.

market and what does the company
see as its major growth sectors in
the region - are there similarities
between Asian countries like there
would be, for instance, between the
US and Canada.

GG: Most of the printers, say in the US,
are family owned businesses and
that seems to be common throughout the world. These are real families
who sometimes mortgage their

market of nearly 20% per year over

On the software side, we do need

business to buy our equipment. The

the last 4 years and that's because

to invest in recruiting people lo-

US and Europe are much the same

their business is growing.

cally who understand the diﬀerent

with regards to family participation.

VA: An interesting part of your equipment lineup is Cretaprint - is it
attractive to all countries or just
Europe or US?

requirements so we've hired a lot of
people in Asia and if we look at our
head count, it's been growing tremendously in the past few years. We
have over 500 people in India who

Cretaprint is part of our inkjet busi-

do a lot of software QAs and come

ness, a wonderful technology where

up with many concepts.

you can put images onto material
without touching it - this makes the
output attractive to all countries.
Surprisingly, one of the big outcomes
of inkjet and ceramics is the ability to
imitate wood.

Our business is not geared to large
deals. If you look outside of our Fiery
partners, we have a lot of small to
medium sized enterprises - most of
them are family owned where the
parents want to have a business they
can hand on to their children. We

There are several ideas that have

work with companies that have been

come out of Asia which have

around before EFI was even started

inspired us to create new technol-

and that's the beauty of the market,

ogy, for example the low end Vutek

you work with SME operations and

was created because people who

build the trust.

wanted to get into the market could

VA: What are some of the purchase

China has 40% of the world's manu-

not aﬀord it. For this machine we are

facturing capacity and, since we're

manufacturing many of the printer

one of the largest industrial provid-

parts in China and then bringing

ers in the inkjet business, there's a

the components to America for

natural harmony which is why we

assembly that way we make sure

the US everything is well deﬁned by

have over 100 Cretaprint installs in

the quality is at the level we want

the law and it is a relatively eﬃcient

China. There are many other installs

by shipping the parts to the US for

system. But in some of the countries

in Malaysia, Indonesia and India -

ﬁnal inspection and fabrication. You

the code system is not very eﬃcient

South East Asia has been very good

have to really work closely with your

but it helps you to work based on

for us.

Chinese partners and you need the

trust. If you don't take care of the

right partners and the right quality

customers they're not going to buy

inspections to make it all work.

from you and their handshake is

Vutek is also going very well in China
because customers want faster, high

diﬀerences between US/European
markets and the Asian area.

GG: There are diﬀerences, for example in

a pretty strong way of working –

quality production, so they gravitate

All of the EFI products are made in

to machines with reliability. China is

the US other than this one low end

now our 2nd largest market for Fiery

printer. Apart from this, and the Cre-

products, surpassing both Japan and

taprint in Spain, we have no produc-

in Asia but what are the challenges

Germany. Subsequently the China

tion facilities outside of the US.

ahead for EFI's business.

US business alliance is very strong
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VA: What are the big selling EFI products

VA: How does EFI view the general Asian
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which I like personally.

VA: EFI is already a well known brand

www.efi.com

GG: There's no issue of recognition for EFI,
in the last 4 years we have been growing on average 13.5% while most companies in our industry have declined.
People expect more from us and that
the company will do better every year,
which is very challenging especially
when our competitors go after us.

New Fiery Webpage on New EFI
website!

We are market leaders in many areas
so our competitors are working really
had to ﬁnd a way to beat us, but this
just makes us deliver great products
to our customers. Competition makes
us better and EFI would not be the
company today without this level of
competition.
In some areas, people sell more
because there's more customers. Our
goal is to work with existing customers
to make them richer and deeper businesses.

VA: How are you going with the patent
trolls?

GG: We've never lost. Our philosophy is
to ﬁght because if you settle you're
ﬁnished and we sue them as a way to
prove to the courts that are we validating our patents. So far so good, we
have an awesome legal team and we
take these things very seriously and we

The new www.efi.com will be launching May 2nd! If
you missed it, watch the recording of the Fiery Insider
webinar where we gave you a sneak peek and helpful
tips.
• Fiery Print Applications pages show how to create
10 specific print collateral using our Fiery tools and
features
• The new Fiery product pages includes tabs for
what's new, feature highlights, support options,
resources and more all on one page
• Easy access to Fiery Global University with free
eLearning classes for customers who bought our
options
• New product pages for Fiery Spot-On, IEVE, HF/VP,
Server presets
• More convenient access to Fiery Freeform Kit and
PANTONE libraries
• Brand new Fiery page for Fiery Color and Imaging
technologies

go hard after the oﬀenders.
• New Fiery Office Solutions that brings together our
A lot of people pay patent trolls who

Fiery technology for the office

have built an industry around it because there is no downside to suing
- you'll always get some money. It's

• One EFI download page with easy access to all
product downloads

still a bad industry in the US and I hope

• Searchable product resource page to see all

that they will ﬁx it up as no one should

documents associated with any EFI product

make a business from suing other
people.
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EFI 2015
Connect
User
Conference
Keeps Growing
in Las Vegas
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As the world's leading digital
printing equipment manufacturer,
EFI has been always leading the
industry. The annual Connect User
Conference held in Las Vegas, USA
provides the insiders with broad
opportunities to learn, cooperate
and exchange.
At the beginning of 2015, the
Connect User Conference is
officially kicked off today at Wynn
Hotel, Las Vegas. The Connect
of this year was by far the largest
in the history. According to EFI
registration records, the number
of registered clients had increased
20% compared to previous year.
Over 1500 participant from 25
different countries gather together
to learn from the industry best
about the latest trends and
experience EFI's latest solutions.
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Discover. Innovate. Integrate.
As the world's leading digital printing

we hope our major clients to be our

printing equipment and so on, as well

equipment manufacturer, EFI has always

GPS navigator and help EFI realize

as the latest products and techniques

been leading the industry. The annual

the development from now to the

of the partners, including the exclusive

Connect User Conference is annually

future. Besides, he also explained the

Platinum Sponsor Xerox, Gold Sponsors

held at Wynn Hotel in Las Vegas, where

definitions of many kinds of GPS, such

Canon and Kodak, Bronze Sponsor 3M,

it provides a platform for users to learn,

as Great, Presentation and Skills; or Go,

and ESKO, Konica Minolta, Ricoh, BCC

cooperate and exchange ideas.

Print and Something Amazing. Before

Software, USA Honle UV and lot's more..

This year far the largest in the history.
According to EFI registration records,
the number of registered clients had
increased 20% compared with that of the
Connect 2014.
EFI's CEO, Guy Gecht, introduced
the theme of this conference: GPS.
Maybe you will ask: what is GPS? Guy
said that we will provide clients with
GPS navigation to guide them to the
place they want to go to in the future
from where they are now. Meanwhile,
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Guy closed his opening speech, he left
the audience a topic to interact about
GPS: how to define GPS in your own
way? He also left the email GPS@efi.com
to collect the audience's feedback.

EFI Connect provides the latest and
the most cutting-edge technical
information, and has become the one
of the de facto event in the printing
industry to exchange ideas and

Besides listening to various technical

thoughts. As one participant share

researches and business management-

with us, "I came here to obtain more

related contents, the participants were

insights into the business strategy," He

also able to experience EFI's leading

is Thompson, the partner of Seattle

digital front-end technology Fiery server,

Printing Press, "Like most printing

MIS/ERP printing workflow, Web-to-

enterprises, the types of print offering

print and E-commerce system, UV inkjet

are increasing but the print runs are

declining with shorter run, which makes it
even more challenging for today's business.
Thanks to Connect, we can exchange ideas
about business with users who are none
competing to help us find solutions that
most suit us, thus obtaining more profits in
every print." Thompson added: "Therefore,
we relocates the budget that we invested for
external consulting to attend EFI Connect
activities."
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RR Donnelley CEO Talks about The Future of

Better than

RR Donnelley CEO Tom Quinlan (right)

RR Donnelley CEO Tom Quinlan said recently, the

"Before my coming, my predecessors have

reason why the company could survive from the

established a stock right system, making us survive

dilemma (20 billions of dollars in market value to

and continuously develop. This is also what we

Google) caused by the leakage of Google's quarterly

cherish."

earnings in 2012 is because of the brand equity
established by RR Donnelley throughout its 150
years of history.

for an enterprise's long-term survival. "You can
have 6S management and great technologies, but

During this year EFI Connect user conference, RR

your enterprise can no longer survive if you cannot

Donnelley CEO Tom Quinlan and EFI's CEO Guy

handle customer relations properly."

Gecht held a "fireside chat". In talking about the
highs and lows of Quinlan's career, Quinlan said
when he heard the news "premature leaking of
Google's quarterly earnings due to negligence", he
felt as if "his soul had been driven out of his body" at
a time.
When talking about the "out-of-body" experienced,
Quinlan said, "Sitting in my office and watching them
talking about this matter, I had been wondering who
did this."
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He said that the customer service is the key factor

Quinlan went into this printing tycoon with nearly
11 billion of dollars in turnover in 2004. At chat, he
made positive comments on the current situation of
the printing industry. "This industry is actually better
than expected by most people. We have already
come back at last," he said.
He took an example: confronted with the impact by
e-books, the physical books still remain intriguing.
Another example is that American retailer JC Penney

f The Printing Industry:

Expected
started afresh five years after they determined to stop
printing the product catalogue in the paper products.
"The fact that printing has already been dead is vastly
exaggerated. This is not a choice of printing or digital,
but the coexistence of the both. Printing is the core of
the communication plan." he said.
Besides, Quinlan said, RR Donnelley has ambitions to
become the bigger "player" in the large-format printing.
"We have many opportunities to participate and we
will make a huge move into the in-store marketplace."
Quinlan said, "The workflow is mixed, just like a bowl
of spaghetti. Therefore, if we can facilitate the supply
chain, especially in the American markets, I think we
can make more contributions to the retailers in cost

"You can have 6S
management and
great technologies,
but your enterprise
can no longer
survive if you
cannot handle
customer relations
properly."

and efficiency."
He also talked about the technical collaborations
between RR Donnelley and Koenig & Bauer Group
in KBA's RotaJet inkjet rotary presses and said that
RR Donnelley currently has the patent license of the
Apollo inkjet system.
"We used to think that these devices would be sold
more quickly than what is actually happening now, but
we are seeing more and more people are interested
in them. As the financial situation of the printers
starts improving, they will look forward and make the
purchasing decision,"
"I hope in 2015 and 2016, we can see more of these
printing presses in the market." Quinlan said, "We
are using them now and we consider this is a magic
weapon for the cost. We think their quality is perfect,
which is another advantage for us in the market."
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EFI
Shows the
Sweet Spots

in 2015 Shanghai
AD & Sign Exhibition
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During Shanghai AD & Sign Exhibition 2015, in March,

the corrugated plates, fully capable of challenging

EFI

the difficulty of self-alignment plate mounting at

TM

attracted a lot of visitors from home and abroad

high-throughput printing speed.

displaying the most advanced combination of LED
inkjet printers and workflow in the industry that deliver
more environmental-friendly, more efficient and more

•

The brand new EFI VUTEk H2000 Pro digital UV
inkjet printer will be a highlight of this exhibition.

profitable. It was another successful event for EFI with

The 2-meter wide-format printer, targeted for the

lots of activities and equipment sold..

medium-sized market, will make its first grand debut

This year, EFI's theme was all about helping customer

in the Asia-pacific region after its worldwide release at

find their sweet spot. EFI show case 4 wide-format and

SGIA Expo.

superwide-format digital inkjet printing solutions that
impressed the entire Expo, addressing sweet solutions

•

5-meter, roll-to-roll, gray scale printing technology
with UltraDrop EFI VUTEk GS5250lxr Pro LED The

for signage, packaging and unique printing industries.

printers acquires more environmental friendly and

During our press conference on March 12, Frank

more efficient core competitive advantages from

Mallozzi, Senior Vice President of EFI ww Sales and

the LED cold setting technology

Marketing, introdueed EFI VUTEk GS5250lxr Pro
LED and EFI VUTEK H2000 Pro debut at Shanghai
Shanghai AD & Sign Exhibition 2015. Mallozz also

•

The SuperFlex extra flexible ink, SuperFlex applied
for GS5250lxr Pro printers, has higher reliability

shared about products at the show with improvement
of image quality, multi-function of equipment, newly
developed ink and worldwide renowned highly efficient
workflows, were designed for the purpose of helping
customers. The series of innovation products include:
•

Award-winning EFI VUTEk flagship product,
3.2-meter wide format, high-productivity, and
full-automatic plate mounting EFI VUTEk HS100
Pro digital UV inkjet printer, updates the alignment
technique at the material edges for the printing on

13

EFI Senior Executive
and Mr. Wang Xiandao,
General Manager of
Shanghai Tongjie Image
Production Co., Ltd.
(Tongjie purchased two
HS100 Pro Wide-format
UV printers at the Expo)

•

and flexibility on the aspects of vehicle wrap, soft

handle roll to roll materials. Targeted at mid range output

logos and outdoor displays with its versatile special

market, EFI VUTEk H2000 Pro has super-fine ink droplet

formula and the superior performance of the LED

thanks to UltraDrop gray-scale printing technology that

inkjet printers.

reproduces remarkable high-precision image and ultra-

With its high-quality image output, 8-level grayscale printing heads and multi-functional white ink

fine text, especially great color shade result from smooth
gradation transition.

application, the entry level 1.65-meter wide-format

With EFI VUTEk H2000 Pro customers could print 2"

LED printer EFIH1625 with low-temperature curing

thick single-sheet board material; its standard multi-

technology has immediately become the hot-

sequence production function facilitates long-term

selling production LED inkjet printer.

continuous production. The improved vacuum belt
media transporting system optimizes the performance
of the 2-meter printer media handling.

The New Introduction
Of Wide Format that offers
Superior image Quality
Output
The 2-meter EFI VUTEk H2000 Pro printer made its
grand debut at the Shanghai AD & Sign Exhibition 2015
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For then Expand into
Production Roll-To-Roll
Inkjet Graphic Printing
Market

and stepped into the wide-format signage market with

EFI extended its outstanding performance, high

its ultra-high performance-to-price ratio and high-

throughput and 12pL ink droplet, the 5-meter roll-

quality output. It allows users to have the flexibly to

to-roll EFI VUTEk GS5250LXr Pro with ultra-fine ink

meets business needs, with white ink, vanish ink and

droplet "UltraDrop gray-scale printing technology"

catering for the pursuit of the superwide format inkjet

Accelerated System Technology) processing engine is

graphic printing market on the image quality. In

able to handle complex vector data up to 7 times faster

combination with the LED cool curing technology,

than competitive systems. Designed for EFI VUTEk

the printer provides the users with a broader range of

printers but compatible with over 500 wide- and

substrates, including textiles, meshy fabrics and some

superwide-format printers, Fiery proServer Version 6

thinner and more economical thin-film materials which

also supports Fogra PSD certifications, and it offers

cannot endure high temperature. Since created for

new tiling features for improved usability. The dynamic

the superwide format production-type inkjet printing

smoothing function of the new Fiery proServer can

market, with the constantly changing and developing

ensure a first-class output with gradual changes.

market, using the innovative LED imaging platform, EFI's
brand new 12pL ultra-fine ink droplet UltraDrop grayscale printing technology and brand new super flexible
UV ink, EFI's 5-meter roll-to-roll inkjet printer provides
superior performance with high throughput, to satisfy
demanding needs.

At Shanghai AD & Sign Exhibition 2015, we also
demonstrated the personalized variable data printing
solutions from EFI DirectSmile cross-media solutions,
which will gave users another brand new experience in
a broader application area.
Shanghai AD & Sign Exhibition 2015 was a huge success.

Optimized Fiery Prosever
And EFI Directsmile Variable
Data Printing Solutions

EFI will constantly emphasis on the development and
profit of small- and medium-scale family enterprises,
and will stick to the front line to witness the growth and
development, with a commitment of always striving to
identify the best profit mode for them.

EFI Fiery proServer Version 6, the latest flexible digital
®

front end workflow enhances the processing speed
dramatically. Fiery proServer's EFI FAST RIP (Fiery

A photo of
the superior
management
from EFI and the
media
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EFI PRINT CHINA 2015

EFI Colorful Library
Shares New Energy-saving Technology

PRINT CHINA 2014 ended on April 12, 2015, during which,

market share of EFI, but also serve to reach Konica Minolta's

EFITM (NASDAQ: EFII) attracted a large quantity of visitors

extensive customer groups in digital printing industry of

from home and abroad by its amazing theme image of

China; besides, as a leading provider in UV inkjet printing

colorful library. Exhibition items of hardware and software

market of the printing craft industry with its LED cold

powered by EFI drew their attention and caused them to

setting technology and UV ink, EFI could also provide more

inquire.

advanced wide-format production printing equipment

At the beginning of the Expo, EFI and Konica Minolta
Business Solutions (China) Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to
as Konica Minolta) held a remarkable signing ceremony.
Konica Minolta officially announced that EFI H1625 LED
digital inkjet printers would enter into the Chinese market.
This is another powerful win-win cooperation between
the two enterprises, which would not only expand the
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for Konica Minolta (China) to expand its business scope.
"EFI and Konica Minolta have established a long-term
successful strategic alliance. From Fiery series products
to today's wide-format printing equipment, we are glad
to see that the two companies have further deepened
their partnership. Konica Minolta (China) chooses EFI
wide-format printing equipment as a platform to provide

Li Gang, Director
of Digital Printing
Business of Konica
Minolta (China)
(the third from the left)
shaking hands with
Stephen Green, Vice
President of EFI Asia
Pacific

its customers with high quality inkjet printing craft," said

Another sweet gift prepared by EFI on PRINT CHINA 2015

Stephen Green Vice President of EFI Asia-pacific.

was pringting business cards for exhibitors and visitors

"Unique characteristics of EFI inkjet prinking equipment
help us to bring brand-new functions for customers in
the image production field, opening up a new channel to
access a new high-value printing market." Said Li Gang,
Director of Digital Printing Business of Konica Minolta
(China).

by using DirectSmile variable data on spot. Business
cards is an important way to introduce and publicize
yourselves, what a small card could bring may beyond
your imagination. But when you meet an important
customer at the fair, will it be considered as an excuse of
not willing to give your contact if you state business cards
are given out? Will it leave other people a feeling of lack

Since the theme of the exhibition was colorful library,

of respect and inadequate preparation? However at this

a giant "book" in the middle of the exhibition booth

Expo, all exhibitors and customers were released from

showed a series of application cases of EFI DirectSmile

this concern! After finish producing the business cards,

variable data software, which were also samples printed

our DirectSmile software will send the finished card to

by an EFI VUTEK digital UV inkjet printer. As the on-site

the customer by email. Many exhibitors and visitors who

experiencing activity of cross-media marketing solutions,

customized their business cards said that, "finally got a

sample sheets in the "book" can also output customized

chance to experience EFI's cross media solution and the

and personalized pictures with DirectSmile and finished

application of variable data was very funny".

products can be output by VUTEK UV inkjet printers,
which were presented to visitors as personalized gifts,
helping them to expereince workflows of EFI digital
printing and application of EFI wide-format digital
pringting equipment on various medium.

Next, let's take a close look at the software and hardware
displays from EFI at the Expo and experience the great
strength of EFI in the field of environmental protection
and energy saving.
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The LED cold-temperature curing technology increases
the profitability at low operating cost by reducing the
ink consumption and energy costs, the direct printing
on hard materials by eliminating the manpower and
material resources waste caused of the installing and
laminating of coiled materials. Meanwhile, it provides
the users with a broader range of substrates, including
textiles, meshy fabrics and some thinner and more
economical thin-film materials which cannot endure
high temperature.

EFI DirectSmile
After its technology incorporation to EFI, DirectSmile,
which used to focus on innovative personalizedimage
research, applied personalizedmedia and automatic
software in companies, advertising agencies and
Some personalized business cards produced for on-thespot exhibitors and visitors

printers, thus having seamlessly integrated marketing
with printing. DirectSmile cross media marketing
solutions displayed this time, aimed to bring more
broad experiences in applications by fully integrating

Brand-new 2-meter
wide-format inkjet printer
EFI VUTEk GS2000LX

data-driven digital printing, internet, email, social
networks and mobile marketing process. Cross-media
delivers right information to right ones at right time,
which has greatly increased the added value of such
information.

EFI VUTEk® 2-meter wide-format printers with UltraDrop
gray scale printing technology satisfies customers'

EFI DirectSmile cross-media marketing solutions provide

demands for higher quality and shorter operation cycle.

you with unparalleled integration and automation, such as

The 2-in-1 2-meter wide-format printers satisfy the

personalized websites and web pages (URL), customerized

customers requirements for rolls and plates at the same

mobile phone, QR code and textmessages services,

time; customers could print 2" thick single-sheet plates; its

variable data screen of creative designs, personalized

standard multi-sequence production function facilitates

direct mails and emails, interactive customer survey,

long-term continuous production. The performance-

APP marketing and Facebook APP, etc. For multi-channel

improved vacuum belt transporting technology optimizes

marketing activities like this, EFI Direct Smile can easily

the performance of the 2-meter printer when feeding

manage the printing tasks as emails, and synchronize the

substrates. Its production performance and wide

management of various marketing activities and customer

application scope totally overturn the printing industry's

relationship, to improve the feedbacks of end users on the

selection range for printing carriers.

personalized images, and drive subsequent sales follow-
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up, and provide effective data and results analysis for all

products, processing variable data printing and creating

activities, thus realizing an easy and efficient automated

a virtual product platform, so as to achieve online

operation.

task submission and management, online payments
and approval. It is possible to automate your business

EFI Digital StoreFront
The expansion of business scope may prove to be a
difficult task in today's competitive global environment.
As a specially tailored multi-purpose e-commerce
platform, EFI Digital StoreFront offers you a direct access
to e-commerce. Characterized by increased trading
volumes, wide coverage and integration with other EFI
solutions, this flexible web-to-print and cross-media
marketing solution is an expandable future-oriented

procedures while making profits from e-commerce webto-print business.
Although the EFI coloful library is closed, we believe that
the exhibition of the complete digital printing solutions
and various on-site activities have already impressed the
exhibitors and visitors. We are experts in color software
and masters in printing colors. EFI serves to help you
create more magnificent colors and pave your way to
success!

invest, capable of generating unlimited number of
customized online stores, customizing template
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ADS Australia Signs Deal

with EFI at Printex

Large-format printer steps up production with new VUTEk LED press.
business in house. The two requirements on the top of

PRINTEX, SYDNEY, Australia, May 14, 2015 – EFI™

his list were speed and print quality. "The GS2350LX Pro

(Nasdaq: EFII) announced that print and signage
company ADS Australia had purchased an EFI VUTEk

®

GS3250LX Pro LED printer from local dealer Spicers.
ADS managing director Dean Wright completed the deal

added ability to print on thinner, sensitive substrates with
the LED curing really sealed the deal," said Wright.

this week at Printex, one of Australia's largest printing

The new 3.2-metre VUTEk printer features EFI's industry-

trade shows, held in Sydney. The VUTEk printer will give

leading "cool cure" LED technology, which will enable

the company the production boost needed to keep pace

ADS to print on a broad range of substrates, including

with point-of-purchase (P.O.P) signage work from some

media that cannot withstand the high-heat drying or

of Australia's most iconic brands.

curing methods used in other inkjet platforms. LED is

Dean Wright was focused on investing in the right
technology to increase production and keep more
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easily delivered the speed and quality I wanted, but the

also a greener production solution, printing with virtually
no VOCs while using less energy compared to traditional
UV-curing methods and latex inkjet printers.

In addition to the purchase of the new press, Wright has
recently invested in cutting equipment in order to keep
up with the output the investment will add to his fleet.
"Having the ability to get a job on the floor within a few
days is something we're looking to achieve, especially
for our P.O.P customers. The VUTEk LED printer, along
with our new cutting equipment, is going to give us the
capability to realise that goal," explained Wright.
The purchase marks the second investment by ADS
in EFI's VUTEk range of superwide format printers. In
2010 ADS purchased EFI's VUTEk QS2000 printer, which
helped to successfully catapult their screen business into
the digital market.
"The QS2000 has been absolutely essential to growing
the digital side of the business. Once our first VUTEk
machine was up and running I never looked back. When
it came time to step up production it was just a matter of
working with the Spicers team to find the right solutions

them grow their business and, with the new LED printer, I

within the VUTEk range," said Wright.

am confident they can grow even more."

"We are always pleased when a customer such as ADS

EFI is presenting its VUTEk LED printing technology,

chooses to invest in an EFI product for the second time,

along with a complete portfolio of wide and superwide

but the important thing is to look at why they do it,"

format inkjet printers and workflow, at Printex in stand

said Frank Mallozzi, senior vice-president of Worldwide

1725.

Marketing and Sales at EFI. "The first purchase helped
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Baicheng - After
A decade of Hardships
- The 10th Anniversary Ceremony and Inauguration of Jiangsu
Baicheng Digital Film Company Shenzhen Branch

On May 25, 2015, the 10th anniversary

the President of Dongguan Paimei Display

ceremony and inauguration of Jiangsu

Props Co., Ltd and other leaders witness this

Baicheng Digital Film Company Shenzhen

grand ceremony. Besides, Luan Yuesheng, the

Branch took place at Shenzhen Kylin Villa. The

President of Jiangsu Baicheng Digital Film Co.,

ceremony saw festive lion dance, with flying

Ltd, Luan Mengqiu, the Executive President

color banners accompanied by deafening

and General Manager of Jiangsu Baicheng

sound of gongs and drums.

Digital Film Co., Ltd and the General Manager
of Baicheng International, Song Tao, the

with EFI full support and cooperation
that meet Baicheng's needs.
Baicheng looks forward to even more
achievements in the future!

Deputy General Manager of Jiangsu Baicheng
Digital Film Co., Ltd and the Executive
Manager of Shanghai Baicheng Image Co.,
Ltd, cooperation partners Stephen Green, the
Vice President of EFI Asia Pacific, Li Moli, the
General Manager of EFI Great China, as well

Zhu Xianmin, the Executive chairman of
Chinese Art Photographers Association. Zhang
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as a number of industry guests and medias
attended the ceremony.

Dongsheng, the Deputy Chairman of Chinese

Luan Yuesheng, the President of Jiangsu

Photographers Association. Ji Longsheng,

Baicheng Digital Film Co., Ltd gave attendees

the Deputy chairman and secretary of

an introduction to the achievements that

Jiangsu Photographers Association. Xu Wei,

Baicheng Group and Shenzhen Baicheng have

gained in the past decade and extended

Xianmin, the Executive Chairman

Photographers Association, Zhang

heartfelt gratitude to all the leaders, new

of Chinese Art Photographers

Ximin from Fujian Baozi, Luan Mengqiu

and old clients and cooperation partners

Association, Shenyao, the Chairman of

and Song Tao, respectively the General

in the ten years for their support and

Jinagshu Photographer Association, Li

manager and the Deputy General

attention.

Weikun, the Chairman of Guangdong

Manager of Baicheng lighted up the

Photographer Association, Li Moli,

Orb of Time jointly, ending up the

the General Manager of American

successful ceremony activity.

Stephen Green, the Deputy President of
EFI Asia Pacific expressed congratulations
on behalf of cooperation partners. He
said: "Baicheng is an important client, EFI
began the cooperation with Baicheng
long year ago. We have witnessed and are
delighted to see that Baicheng has grown
rapidly the past ten years. EFI will coutinue
to support according to Baicheng's needs.
Baicheng looks forward to even more
achievements in the future!

EFI Great China, Sheng Yi, the Sales
Manager of Kodak Alaris of China,
Sunhao, the General Manager of
Shanghai Kangda Spray Paint Co., Ltd
as well as the President of Taiwan Jazz
expressed their congratulations to the
glorious development that Shenzhen

General Manager, Baicheng finally ushers
in brilliant achievements today through
hard work and unremitting efforts.
Ten years is just a start, and Baicheng is
now ready for the quest.

past ten years, shared their wonderful

Chairman of Chinese Art Photographers

commented the industriousness and

Association, Xu Wei, the President of

efforts of the Company.

Baicheng Digital Film Co., Ltd, and Song

Baicheng's Executive President and

Service Company has achieved in the

cooperation with Baicheng and highly

Luan Yuesheng, the President of Jiangsu

of hardships. Express by Luan Menqiu,

Baicheng International Exhibition

After that, Zhu Xianmin, the Executive

Dongguan Paimei Display Props Co., Ltd,

Results speaks for itself after a decade

Growth will never cease, and Baicheng
is eager for making new breakthroughs;
A time will come for Baicheng to ride
the wind and waves and sail across

Finally, Ji Longsheng, the Deputy

the sea, and let's wish an even more

Chairman and Secretary of Jiangsu

glorious tomorrow!

Tao, the Deputy General Manager of
Jiangsu Baicheng Digital Film Co., Ltd
and the Executive Manager of Shanghai
Baicheng Image Co., Ltd unveiled the
nameplate of Baicheng Shenzhen
branch, which was renamed as Shenzhen
Baicheng International Exhibition Service
Co., Ltd, marking the start of a new
journey, and they expressed wishes that
Baicheng may scale even further and
repeat the refulgence!
During the banquet at noon, Zhu
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e-banner Creates the

&

High End Signage
Display Market in Hong Kong
Hong Kong - May 29, 2015 - EFI™
(Nasdaq: EFII) showcased its new era

About e-print and e-banner

of ultrafast inkjet printing at an event

e-print Group was established in 2001 and is specialized in commercial printing. It

for VIP clients, together with e-banner,

has grown from a business constituted by only 6 persons to a company with over

the first EFI VUTEk HS100 Pro user in

400 employees, 13 branches in Hong Kong, 8 branches in Malaysia, 5 enterprise

Hong Kong. Attendees shared details on

brands and 5 sale channels. The company was listed successfully at The Stock

the on the growth of Hong Kong's inkjet

Exchange of Hong Kong Ltd. in December 2013 (stock code: 1884). Funded in June

printing market. Over 130 peers from

2014 and based in Hong Kong, e-banner is a member of e-print Group, which is

the Hong Kong's corporate advertising,

committed to providing clients with new experience in high-quality professional

brand agency and signage and graphics

digital signage and display services.

®

print industries attended, as did several
members of the trade media.
The activity was divided into two
parts, with an innovation technology
workshop in the morning and a site visit
to e-banner to see its ultrafast inkjet
printing operation in the afternoon. In
the beginning, Stephen Green, the vice

president of EFI Asia Pacific, did not only

investment in purchasing an EFI VUTEk

deliver his wishes to the new business,

HS100 Pro press also proved its savvy

new capacity and new technology of

and confidence in approaching new

e-banner, but also introduced EFI's sales

opportunities here. EFI invests as much

team and service team. He said: "Hong

as 20% of its revenue in R&D, creating

Kong has always been a vibrant and

better solutions that support e-banner's

ready-to-change market, and e-banner's

success in the Hong Kong signage and
display market. And, e-banner does
not have to worry about its investment
thanks to EFI's stable technologies and
our first-class service team.”
Chris Chan, the CEO of e-banner also
said: "Always being customer-oriented,
e-banner is committed to providing
high quality printing for online orders
and providing clients with a new service
experience in a professional, fast, simple
and convenient way. The investment in
an EFI VUTEk HS100Pro high-end digital
inkjet printer aims to build up clients'
confidence in our output quality and
production capacity, which will help
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Stephen Green, Vice President of EFI Asia Pacific

Chris Chan, CEO of e-banner

us make breakthroughs in traditional

grayscale mode. Its innovative Pin

System Technology) processing engine is

businesses and build e-banner into

& Cure technology delivers precise

able to handle complex vector data up to 7

a leader of Hong Kong's signage and

ink lay down for high image quality

times faster than its predecessor. Designed

display market!”

and production speeds, gloss control,

for EFI VUTEk printers but compatible with

increased color gamut, wider output

over 500 wide- and superwide-format

capability and fewer artifacts. Its digital

printers, Fiery proServer Version 6 also

imaging technology and ink delivery

supports Fogra PSD certifications, and it

system maximize ink yield for lower

offers new tiling features for improved

total cost of ownership. EFI VUTEk

usability. The dynamic smoothing function

HS100 Pro helps drive new revenue by

of the new Fiery proServer can ensure a

combining the best margin opportunity

first-class output with gradual changes.

The factory visit in the afternoon not
only enabled guests to experience
fast high-quality production, but also
presented them e-banner's orderly
production lines, high quality image
output, efficient workflow, diversified
products in a 24-hour continuous
operation. The guests left even more
confident about e-banner after seeing

with the lowest cost per print on higher
volume jobs.

In addition to seeing the VUTEk press,
attendees had a chance to view the EFI

the remarkable facility. To further exhibit

EFI boasts with not only a high-quality

Fiery digital front end and EFI workflow

the speed of e-banner's production

hardware product but also an optimized

products in action during the event.

operations, signature board-background

Fiery proServer digital front end for inkjet

With the growth and profits of the small

photos taken at the time of registration

graphics production, and various software

and medium family-owned enterprises

in the morning were presented as

solutions including products for web-to-

as its constant focus, EFI has put

gifts to guests during the visit in the

print and variable-data printing. The EFI

the needs of these companies at the

afternoon. Many guests said e-banner's

Fiery® proServer Version 6, as a new flexible

forefront of its technical development

production efficiency ensured that the

digital front-end workflow, enhances users'

focus, helping those valued customer

company would have a chance to print

processing speed dramatically. The Fiery

grow with better solutions that help

for them in the future.

proServer's EFI FAST RIP (Fiery Accelerated

printing companies earn more profits.

The award-winning flagship of the EFI
VUTEk portfolio, the 3.2m, high-volume
EFI VUTEk HS100 Pro UV inkjet press
features automated material loading
and unloading systems, along with a
material edge guide system for printing
corrugated board and other challenging
substrates at press rated-speeds. This
3.2-meter hybrid digital UV printer
handles up to more than 100 beds/
boards per hour and in high-precision
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Fiery API Drives

Print-on-demand Productivity.
Challenge
Printondemand-worldwide.com (PODW) specializes in
digitally printed book production, off ering a complete
end-to-end service for academic, specialist and technical
publishers and anyone else who wants a high quality shortrun book printed, from a couple of thousand copies down to
just one. Its client list includes Taylor & Francis Group, Osprey
Publishing, Cambridge University Press, Inderscience and
Oxford University Press.
PODW's print fl eet includes three Océ machines for black &
white work and for color, a Canon imagePRESS C7010, two
Ricoh Pro C751 models and a Xerox iGen 150, the latter three
all driven by EFI Fiery digital front ends (DFEs). In addition the

"We needed to be able to look into

company has just invested in a Screen roll-fed high-speed

the printer logs to identify which

press to provide increased capacity.

jobs were not processed through

With some 300,000 book fi les in its library, PODW prints and

the system successfully... we

dispatches thousands of books a day, including both soft

needed it to be as 'live'

and hardcover editions, all printed and fi nished in-house.
Typically around 70 per cent of these are single-book orders,
while the rest might run up to the low hundreds of copies.
The only way to handle production effi ciently at this scale
is via extensive automation, both on the factory floor, where
highly-automated fi nishing lines are installed and in the
placing and management of orders.
PODW developed its own 'CRMIS' (customer relationship
management information system) tailored to its needs to
bring sales, production control and analysis together.
One of the key challenges was to effi ciently manage singlecopy orders. PODW prides itself on its 'book of one' printing
service, in which individual customers can have a book
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Challenge:

as possible."
AARON ROACH, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
PRINTONDEMAND-WORLDWIDE.COM

made to their exact specifi cations and design. With constant
growth in this area of the business, PODW found that the
highly variable quality of fi les supplied with these orders
required a special software system to manage the increasing
volume of jobs.
Established nearly 20 years ago as
a facilities management company,
Printondemand-worldwide.com has
specialised in digitally printed book
production since 2006. The company has
a 'complete service' philosophy, based on
an extensive understanding of the book
lifecycle and sales cycle, from manuscript
to print, and off ers custom integration/
development services where appropriate.

Jobs are batched each day for the various digital presses.
Although PODW's custom imposition software detects and
automatically rectifi es known issues, there is still a small
number of reasons why a print fi le may fail. A missing fi le
would not be picked up until after the batch had fi nished
printing and been cross-checked. Bar-coded temporary
jackets are produced for each book and used by staff
operating the fi nishing equipment, but this identifi es the
problem too late in the batch's production line.

As well as working with leading academic

"We needed to know which books were missing as soon

and specialist publishers, Printondemand-

as the batch had fi nished printing," explains Commercial

worldwide.com extends its services to

Director Aaron Roach.

individual endusers, giving publishers and
authors a bigger share of the profi ts. The
company has a strong environmental ethos
and is certifi ed to a number of quality and
environmental standards.

The automation console could identify when any particular
job had been sent to a press but could not track it in any
further detail until it was scanned through the bindery. Alert
and experienced operators might spot missing books, but
with PODW's emphasis on planning out ineffi ciencies, a

Printondemand-worldwide

faster and more certain approach was needed.

9 Culley Court, Orton Southgate,
Peterborough PE2 6XD, United Kingdom

"We needed to be able to look into the printer logs to
identify which jobs were not processed through the system

t: +44 (0)1733 237867

successfully. The standard Fiery job log only allows a single

Printondemand-worldwide.com

upload, per day, which provides the entire day's information
but we needed it to be as 'live' as possible," says PODW's web/
IT developer Matthew Aitken.

Solution:
"With some background knowledge of how the API is structured, it became very easy to
extract the information we
needed."
MATTHEW AITKEN, WEB/IT DEVELOPER
PRINTONDEMAND-WORLDWIDE.
COM

PODW prints and dispatches thousands of books a day,
including both soft and hardcover editions, all printed and fi
nished in-house.
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The live production status information captured through Fiery API is used to calculate and continuously update key
production fi gures and graphics that are presented on large displays around the production fl oor so that everyone
has an at-a-glance view of all jobs to optimize production effi ciency.

Solution

Results:

Aitken and Roach knew of other companies who were pulling

"Job visibility and produc-

information from their Fiery DFEs; searching online forums brought

tion information accuracy

them to the EFI developer website (developer.efi .com). They were
intrigued by how the Fiery API could improve their operation and

will take a huge leap forward

contacted EFI about a license. Since PODW would use the Fiery API

with this."

in their own operation, EFI provided the licenses free of charge.
The web-based Fiery application programing interface (API) is
available for a variety of desktop and mobile platforms. Simple and
easy to use, Fiery API allows developers to create custom tools
or applications using modern web-based technologies such as
WebSockets to enable live bi-directional interaction with Fiery
DFEs. With Fiery API, retrieving job log data, for example, requires
just a line of code. Fiery users can easily create apps in whatever
programming language and development tool they choose to solve
day-to-day challenges, just as PODW did.
"Once we received the access keys and some background
knowledge of how the API is structured, it became very easy to
extract the information we needed," says Aitken. PODW's production
automation system now requests updates from the Fiery DFEs
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AARON ROACH,
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR,
PRINTONDEMAND-WORLDWIDE.
COM

every minute about the previous minute's production, so that live
production status information is gathered.
This information is used to calculate and continuously update key
production figures and graphics that are presented on large displays
around the production floor so that everyone has an at-a-glance
view of all jobs in production. These include production volumes
by operator or department, costs and wastage, trend analysis and
even extend to relatively manual production areas such as case
making for hardcover books and tracking operator training and skills
development.

Results
The monitoring system went into operation in mid-February 2015
and immediately highlighted areas in which productivity could
be improved. "We could see that printer uptime was too low, that

Fiery data is central to an automated
scheduling system that will optimize
production time and help operators plan
their work.

small gaps between jobs were building up," says Roach. "By refocusing operators on getting jobs lined up and generally tightening
up procedures we were able to reallocate some staff away from
printing altogether."
Customers using PODW's 'BookVault' on-demand book printing
facility can log in via the website to see job status – printed, bound,
shipped and invoiced. Larger clients have electronic reports sent to
them automatically, cutting the number of routine calls that PODW
needs to handle.
Fiery data is also central to an automated scheduling system that
will optimize production time and help operators plan their work via
Gantt-type charts showing planned and actual production time for
each job. "Job visibility and production information accuracy will
take a huge leap forward with this," says Roach. Customers will be
able to check progress down to the percentage of pages printed and
delays such as paper trays needing refilling will be easier to detect.
It's likely that ongoing analysis of production data will drive wider
procedural changes at PODW. "Increasing throughput by just five
percent can change how something is best done," explains Roach.
"We're constantly reviewing potential bottlenecks."
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EFI Inkjet Solutions
Printing Tips & Tricks
Glass Printing on EFI VUTEk Hybrid Printers
Good adhesion to glass has always been

Items you will need:

difficult to achieve. As a result, graphics for glass

• Short wave UV light

applications had to be printed first on a clear,

• Clean cotton gloves

flexible substrate and, then, applied to the glass.

• Clean wipes

That meant extra steps, possible installation

• EFI Glass Cleaner and Glass Primer

issues, and the risk of wear and tear to the

• Conveyer style oven with a high

applied substrate over time.
EFI™ developed a process to print an image
direct to glass, eliminating the need for extra

Step 1: Identifying the Print Side of the Glass

substrates, and application printing and

While glass appears to be clear, there is actually

installation time. Accomplished by using EFI

one side that will appear foggy when viewed

Glass Cleaner and Primer, the process works

with a short wave UV light. Take your sheets of

when using any EFI VUTEk® hybrid printer.

glass into a dark room. Hold the short wave UV

EFI senior applications specialist, Brian Bernard,
explains the glass printing process here. This
process was developed and works best on
tempered glass (results may vary on other types
of glass).
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temperature setting
• Heat-resistant gloves

light close to the sheet of glass and determine
the foggy and non-foggy sides. You will print
on the non-foggy side of the glass.
Step 2: Cleaning the Glass
Put on your cotton gloves and leave them on
for remainder of the process. Do not use Latex
or Nitrile gloves—oils from your hands will get
on and contaminate the glass. Spray a liberal
amount of EFI Glass Cleaner on the print side of
your glass sheet. Take a clean wipe and clean
the media, making sure to wipe-down the entire
surface of the sheet. Continue wiping until the
glass surface is dry.

TIPS AND TRICKS FROM EFI'S TECHNOLOGY SPECIALISTS

Glass Printing on EFI VUTEk Hybrid Printers

continued

Step 3: Priming the Glass
Spray a liberal amount of EFI Glass primer on the
cleaned sheet of glass. DO NOT use the same wipes
you used to clean the sheet. Take a new clean wipe
and spread the primer evenly onto the entire surface
of the sheet. Continue until the primer appears to be
dry.
Use EFI's Glass Cleaner and
Primer to prepare the glass for
printing.

Step 4: Printing
With your cotton gloves still on, move the cleaned
and primed glass sheet to the printer. Print the image/
graphic onto the glass.
Step 5: Baking
Place the glass sheet print side up into the oven.
Conveyer style ovens work best. Set the oven temp
to 650 degrees Fahrenheit and the conveyer belt
time so that prints run through the oven for 10
minutes.

EFI uses the Black Body brand
conveyor style oven shown here
to produce printed glass samples.

Step 6: Removal and Cooling
Using high temperature, heat-resistant gloves,
remove the glass from the conveyer belt and set
aside to cool for approximately 30 minutes. Be
sure to place the glass somewhere no one will
accidentally touch it, as it will be very hot.
At this point, the process is complete. The heat
bonds both the primer to the glass and the ink
to the primer. You now have a finished graphic

Be sure to have heat-resistant
gloves to remove the glass from
the oven; the glass will heat up to
650º F.

printed direct to glass and ready to ship out to your
customer.
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Snap invests $10m with

EFI in Project DNA
About Snap
Snap Franchising Ltd. is a leader in business printing, graphic design, web
design, email marketing and essential marketing services. The vision at Snap
is to embrace new things, new ideas, technologies and innovations. Wholly
Australian owned Snap has 160 Owner-operated Centres in Australia and a
growing presence internationally, with 25 Centres, in China, New Zealand
and Ireland.

About

Snap has signed a $10m deal with Electronics For Imaging (EFI) which it says will

Stephen Edwards

increase efficiency and productivity for the multinational franchise chain.

Stephen is a print industry
veteran with over 25
years' experience in the

The joint partnership with EFI, named Project DNA, represents a $10m investment
for Snap's wider IT transformation strategy, with a focus to evolve in the digital
age and become more client focused.

printing industry. He is

Stephen Edwards, Snap franchising CEO, says, "Project DNA is a major part of

currently a Board Member

our transformation strategy to deepen our effective relationship with Australian

of the Printing Industries

business through our franchise network.

Association of Australia
(PIAA) and Newhaven Farm

"It will transform the way we work at Snap so that we can become a more efficient

Ltd, and was previously a

and streamlined company, as well as continuing to deliver exceptional and

Board Member of Adroit

improved services to clients.

Management Group.

"The implementation of new technology at the head office and within franchises
will make our employees' days easier and more enjoyable while increasing
customer satisfaction and profitability at all levels of operation."
Snap says after extensive research the decision to upgrade and develop its
management information system that is more than a decade old was made.
"This key component of Project DNA will change the way Snap formulates as a
business, in a constantly evolving industry." Edwards says.
Guy Gecht, CEO of EFI, says, "EFI's print workflow software contains ideal tools to
help Snap franchisees efficiently manage and grow their businesses.
"Through Project DNA's multi-year agreement, we are delighted to deepen our
long lasting partnership, which started with the Fiery deployment by extending it
to our Productivity Software Suite across their franchisees."
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